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When we started making porcelain luminaires        
in 1960, we did not know that the future was 
 practically timeless. Long before concepts such 
as Ecodesign, sustainability and circular eco-
nomy, our luminaires were symbols of timeless 
 indestructibility. 
  
We knew early on that the durability was good, 
but not as good as it turned out to be. We may 
not really have understood what a golden egg 
we were brooding. Time has shown that the 
 luminaires last almost forever. They were not 
 affected by time, light, heat or cold and offered 
unbeatable economy. 
 
They were also reusable. The only thing that 
 affects porcelain, glaze and shades is actually 
violence. Strangely enough, this is also rare. 
 Luminaires that are more than half a century 
old are often reused. 
 
Manufacturing still takes place in Bromölla in 
 Sweden, which means short lead times and 
 transports. We make most spare parts ourselves. 
In addition, it is easy to renew older luminaires 

with new technology. We follow directives, 
 standards and legal requirements. Our glass 
threads are standardized. Wish to renew a lumi-
naire? Easy – choose a new shade. If the base 
needs to be replaced, the shade can be kept. 
Smart,  economic and flexible.  
We have followed the Low Voltage Directive, 
which applies before all national rules, and 
which is  intended to protect people, property 
and pets from damage, since it came in 1973. 
We follow the EMC Directive, which requires 
 products' electromagnetic ability to interact 
with other products. The Ecodesign Directive 
sets  minimum requirements for the energy 
 performance of products, prohibits the most 
energy- and resource-intensive products on the 
market and requires that there be a replace -
ability and availability of spare parts on the 
market. In addition, the luminaires are  always 
tested for safety by a third party, Intertek Semko, 
and are S-marked.  
Ifö Electric may not be known for change, but 
that is the point.

View from the factory over the beautiful Ivö lake.


